Mirlon Total®

A consistent sanding result.
Mirlon Total is one of our indisputable all-round products. A relation of
the fibre-based Mirlon abrasive, Mirlon Total cuts even better producing
a rapid sanding result that delivers a dense scratch pattern and a perfectly
even, high-quality surface ready for painting. Mirlon Total is now available
in disc form for machine sanding with a new net interface, making it compatible
with our dust-free solutions. Mirlon Total is strong and long-lasting, as both sides
of the abrasive can be used for sanding, and it is flexible and easy to use, making it
perfect to achieve a smooth matt finish and for feathering out effectively.

Mirlon Total grit range:
360

800

1500

2500

Very Fine

Xtra Fine

Ultra Fine

Micro Fine

We call it Total for a reason.

mirka.com/collision-repair

Mirlon Total®
Mirlon Total is the natural choice when performing collision repairs, but it
is also well suited for new vehicle manufacturing, construction and decoration, wood and metal processing, marine production, and composites
processing. It performs well on steel and other metals and alloys as well as
plastics, lacquers, paints and primers, and synthetic materials.

Discs

Sheets

Grain

Aluminium oxide (VF), Silicon carbide (XF, UF, MF)

Colour

Red (VF), Dark grey (XF), Grey (UF), Beige (MF)

Backing

Non-woven

Bonding

Resin

Coating

Three-dimensional Total Coating™

Grit range

VF 360, XF 800, UF 1500, MF 2500
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Technical specs
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Mirlon Total discs combined with the new Net Interface,
not only improves the grip, but also enables dust extraction.
It makes sanding with Mirlon Total dust-free.
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